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Let R be a commutative ring with identity, A, B be unital algebras
overR andM be a unital (A, B)-bimodule, which is faithful as a left
A-module and also as a right B-module. Let T = [ A M0 B
]
be the tri-
angular algebra consisting of A, B andM. This work is motivated by
some intensive works of Brešar [4], Cheung [9] and Zhang et al. [30].
Here, we study Lie triple derivations of T . It is shown that under
mild assumptions, every Lie triple derivation on T is of standard
form. That is, L can be expressed through an additive derivation and
a linear functional vanishing on all second commutators of T . Ex-
amples of Lie triple derivations on some classical triangular algebras
are supplied.
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1. Introduction
LetR be a commutative ring with identity. Suppose that A and B are two unital algebras overR and
M is a nonzero (A, B)-bimodule. Then one can define⎡
⎣ A M
0 B
⎤
⎦ =
⎧⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣ a m
0 b
⎤
⎦ a ∈ A, b ∈ B,m ∈ M
⎫⎬
⎭
to be an associative algebra under matrix-like addition andmatrix-like multiplication. An algebra T is
called a triangular algebra if there existR-algebras A, B and nonzero (A, B)-bimoduleM such that T is
(algebraically) isomorphic to⎡
⎣ A M
0 B
⎤
⎦
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under matrix-like addition and matrix-like multiplication. Usually, we denote a triangular algebra by
T = [ A M0 B
]
. The definition of triangular algebra is somewhat formal and hence they are said to be
formal triangular matrix algebras in the situation of noncommutative algebras.
The objective of this article is to investigate Lie triple derivations on triangular algebras. Many
authors have made essential contributions to the related topics, see [4–9,11–16,18,20,21,23–25,27–
30]. Miers [18, p. 58, Theorem 1] firstly studied Lie triple derivations of von Neumann algebras and
proved that if A is a von Neumann algebra with no central abelian summands, then each Lie triple
derivation of A is the sum of an inner derivation and a central mapping which vanishes Lie brackets
of operators in A. Bresˇar [4, p. 529, Corollary 2] extended this result to the case of prime rings and
obtained the following statement. Let be a prime ring of characteristic different from 2 and 3, and d
be a Lie triple derivation of. If does not satisfy the standard polynomial identity S4, then d is of the
form δ + ζ , where δ is a derivation of into its central closure and ζ is an additive mapping of into
its extended centroid . Cheung initiated the study of Lie derivations of triangular algebras and gave
a sufficient condition such that every Lie derivation on T is a sum of derivation on T and a mapping
from T to its center [9, p. 307, Theorem 11]. More recently, Lu [14] and Zhang et al. [30] independently
studied Lie triple derivations on nest algebras and obtained that
Theorem 1.1 [14,30]. Let N be a nest on a complex Hilbert space H, τ(N ) be the nest algebra associated
with N and L be a linear mapping from τ(N ) into itself. Then L is a Lie triple derivation if and only if
there are an element T ∈ τ(N ) and a linear function f on τ(N ) with f ([[X, Y], Z]) = 0 for all second
commutator [[X, Y], Z] such that
L(X) = XT − TX + f (X)I for all X ∈ τ(N ).
Since nest algebras are typical triangular algebras, it is natural to ask whether the above theorem
is true for the general triangular algebra T = [ A M0 B
]
. This motives us to say something concerning Lie
triple derivations on T . Let us recall somenecessary definitions and basic facts. LetR be a commutative
ring with identity and A be a unital associative algebra over R. An R-linear mapping L : A −→ A is
called a Lie triple derivation if
L([[a, b], c]) = [[L(a), b], c] + [[a, L(b)], c] + [[a, b], L(c)]
for all a, b, c ∈ A. AnR-linear mapping GL : A −→ A is called a generalized Lie triple derivation if there
is a Lie triple derivation L such that
GL([[a, b], c]) = [[GL(a), b], c] + [[a, L(b)], c] + [[a, b], L(c)]
for all a, b, c ∈ A. L is called an associated Lie triple derivation of GL . It is not difficult to observe that any
derivation is a Lie derivation and any Lie derivation is a Lie triple derivation. However, the converse
statements are in general not true, which can be seen via the following two examples.
Example 1.2. Let d : A −→ A be a derivation and g : A −→ Z(A) be an additive mapping with
g([A, A]) = 0. Then d + g is a Lie derivation, which is not necessarily a derivation. If h : A −→ Z(A)
is an additive mapping such that h([[A, A], A]) = 0, then d + h is a Lie triple derivation, which is not
necessarily a Lie derivation.
Example 1.3. LetR be a commutative ring with identity and STn(R) be the algebra of all n× n strictly
upper triangular matrices over R. Let us establish a well-defined linear mapping
ξ : STn(R) −→ STn(R)⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 x y
0 0 z
0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ −→
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 y x
0 0 z
0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
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It is straightforward to check that ξ is a Lie triple derivation from STn(R) into itself. But, ξ is not a Lie
derivation of STn(R).
The framework of this article is as follows. The second section gives our main result (Theorem
2.1). Roughly speaking, Theorem 2.1 states that if a triangular algebra T = [ A M0 B
]
satisfies the usual
projection condition of its center and if either A or B have no nonzero central inner derivations, then
each Lie triple derivation on T is of standard form. In the third section we revisit Theorem 2.1 from
a new perspective. The new perspective enables us to understand the assumptions in Theorem 2.1
further. The fourth section is devoted to some related applications of our main theorem.
2. Lie triple derivations on triangular algebras
Throughout this section,Rdenotesa2-torsion freecommutative ringwith identity. LetA, Bbeunital
associative algebras overR andM be a unital (A, B)-bimodule, which is faithful as a left A-module and
also as a right B-module. We denote the triangular algebra consisting of A, B andM by
T =
⎡
⎣ A M
0 B
⎤
⎦ .
Then T is an associative and noncommutative R-algebra with identity I = [ 1 00 1
]
. The center Z(T ) of
T is
Z(T ) =
⎧⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣ a 0
0 b
⎤
⎦ am = mb, ∀ m ∈ M
⎫⎬
⎭ .
Let us define two naturalR-linear projections πA : T → A and πB : T → B by
πA :
⎡
⎣ a m
0 b
⎤
⎦ −→ a and πB :
⎡
⎣ a m
0 b
⎤
⎦ −→ b.
It is easy to see that πA (Z(T )) is a subalgebra of Z(A) and that πB(Z(T )) is a subalgebra of Z(B).
Furthermore, there exists a unique algebraic isomorphism ϕ : πA(Z(T )) −→ πB(Z(T )) such that
am = mϕ(a) for all a ∈ πA(Z(T )) and for allm ∈ M.
Let 1A (resp. 1B) be the identity of the algebra A (resp. B), and let I be the identity of the triangular
algebra T . We will use the following notations:
P =
⎡
⎣ 1A 0
0 0
⎤
⎦ , Q = I − P =
⎡
⎣ 0 0
0 1B
⎤
⎦
and
T11 = PT P, T12 = PT Q , T22 = QT Q .
Thus the triangular algebra T can be written as
T = PT P + PT Q + QT Q = T11 + T12 + T22.
T11 and T22 are subalgebras of T which are isomorphic to A and B, respectively. T12 is a (T11, T22)-
bimodule which is isomorphic to the (A, B)-bimodule M. It should be remarked that πA(Z(T )) and
πB(Z(T )) are isomorphic to PZ(T )P andQZ(T )Q , respectively. Then there is an algebra isomorphism
ϕ : PZ(T )P −→ QZ(T )Q such that am = mϕ(a) for allm ∈ PT Q .
We are in position to state the main theorem of this article.
Theorem 2.1. Let T = [ A M0 B
]
be a triangular algebra and L be a Lie triple derivation on T . Suppose that
T satisfies the following conditions:
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(♣) πA(Z(T )) = Z(A) and πB(Z(T )) = Z(B), and
(♠) Z(A) = {a | [[a, x], y] = 0 for all x, y ∈ A} or Z(B) = {b | [[b, x], y] = 0 for all x, y ∈ B}.
Then L is of standard form. More precisely, there exist an additive derivation d and a linear functional f
vanishing on all second commutators of T such that L(T) = d(T) + f (T) for all T ∈ T .
The conditions Z(A) = {a | [[a, x], y] = 0 for all x, y ∈ A} and Z(B) = {b | [[b, x], y] =
0 for all x, y ∈ B} are equivalent to saying that A and B have no nonzero central inner derivations,
respectively. The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be realized through a series of lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. L(I) ∈ Z(T ).
Proof. Obviously, [[I,U],W] = 0 for all U,W ∈ T . Therefore
0 = L([[I,U],W]) = [[L(I),U],W]
for all U,W ∈ T . This implies that the inner derivation U → [L(I),U] is central. However, it is
well-known that there is no nonzero central derivation on T and hence L(I) ∈ Z(T ). 
Lemma 2.3. For any M12 ∈ T12, L(M12) = PL(M12)Q and L(P) ∈ Z(T ) + T12.
Proof. It should be remarked that PTQ = [[T, P], P] for all T ∈ T . In particular, if we take T = M12 ∈
T12, then
L(M12) = L(PM12Q)
= L([[M12, P], P])
= [[L(M12), P], P] + [[M12, L(P)], P] + [[M12, P], L(P)]
= PL(M12)Q + M12L(P)(−Q − I) + (P + I)L(P)M12.
(1)
Assume thatM12 = [ 0 m0 0
]
and L(P) =
[
a m′
0 b
]
. Applying them into the relation (1), we get 2am = 2mb.
SinceR is 2-torsion free, am = mb for allm ∈ M. We conclude that [ a 00 b
] ∈ Z(T ), which is due to the
arbitrariness ofm. Therefore L(P) ∈ Z(T ) + T12. 
Lemma 2.4. L(Tii) ⊆ Tii + T12 + Z(T ) for i = 1, 2.
Proof. Since [[A11, B22], X] = 0 for all A11 ∈ T11, B22 ∈ T22 and X ∈ T , we have
[[L(A11), B22], X] + [[A11, L(B22)], X] = 0,
which leads to [L(A11), B22] + [A11, L(B22)] ∈ Z(T ). Therefore
Q [L(A11), B22]Q ∈ Z(B) and P[A11, L(B22)]P ∈ Z(A).
That is,
[QL(A11)Q , B22] ∈ Z(B) and [A11, PL(B22)P] ∈ Z(A).
Note thatϕ([A11, PL(B22)P]) = [QL(A11)Q , B22]. Nowthecondition (♠) implies thatQL(A11)Q ∈ Z(B)
and PL(B22)P ∈ Z(A). Note that πA(Z(T )) = Z(A), πB(Z(T )) = Z(B). We obtain
L(A11) = (PL(A11)P − ϕ−1(QL(A11)Q))+ PL(A11)Q + (ϕ−1(QL(A11)Q) + QL(A11)Q )
and
L(B22) = (PL(B22)P + ϕ(PL(B22)P))+ PL(B22)Q + (QL(B22)Q − ϕ(PL(B22)P)).
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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For any A11 ∈ T11 and B22 ∈ T22, let us define f1(A11) := QL(A11)Q and f2(B22) := PL(B22)P. It
follows fromLemma2.4 that f1 : T11 → QZ(T )Q is a linearmappingsuch that f1([[X11, Y11], Z11]) = 0
forallX11, Y11, Z11 ∈ T11 and f2 : T22 → PZ(T )P is a linearmappingsuch that f2([[X22, Y22], Z22]) = 0
for all X22, Y22, Z22 ∈ T22. For any T ∈ T , let us set
f (T) := f1(PTP) + ϕ−1(f1(PTP)) + f2(QTQ) + ϕ(f2(QTQ)).
Obviously f (T) ∈ Z(T ) and f ([[U, V],W]) = 0 for all U, V,W ∈ T . Now we can establish a new
mapping as follows:
d(T) := L(T) − f (T), ∀T ∈ T .
By Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, the following observation is clear.
Lemma 2.5. d(I) = 0, d(T12) ⊆ T12, d(P) ∈ T12 and d(Tii) ⊆ Tii + T12 for i = 1, 2.
Lemma 2.6. For any A11 ∈ T11,M12 ∈ T12 and B22 ∈ T22, we have
(1) d(A11M12) = d(A11)M12 + A11d(M12),
(2) d(M12B22) = d(M12)B22 + M12d(B22).
Proof. Note that A11M12 = [[A11,M12],Q ] holds true for all A11 ∈ T11 and M12 ∈ T12. In view of
Lemma 2.5, we obtain
d(A11M12) = L([[A11,M12],Q ])
= [[L(A11),M12],Q ] + [[A11, L(M12)],Q ] + [[A11,M12], L(Q)]
= [[d(A11),M12],Q ] + [[A11, d(M12)],Q ] + [[A11,M12], d(Q)]
= d(A11)M12 + A11d(M12).
On the other hand,M12B22 = [[M12, B22],Q ] holds true for allM12 ∈ T12 and B22 ∈ T22. Similarly,
we get
d(M12B22) = L([[M12, B22],Q ])
= [[L(M12), B22],Q ] + [[M12, L(B22)],Q ] + [[M12, B22], L(Q)]
= [[d(M12), B22],Q ] + [[M12, d(B22)],Q ] + [[M12, B22], d(Q)]
= d(M12)B22 + M12d(B22). 
Lemma 2.7. For any Aii, Bii ∈ Tii (i = 1, 2), we have
d(AiiBii) = d(Aii)Bii + Aiid(Bii).
Proof. For any A11, B11 ∈ T11 andM12 ∈ T12, we deduce from Lemma 2.6 that
d(A11B11M12) = d((A11B11)M12)
= d(A11B11)M12 + A11B11d(M12).
(2)
By Lemma 2.6 again, we know that
d(A11B11M12) = d(A11(B11M12))
= d(A11)B11M12 + A11d(B11M12)
= d(A11)B11M12 + A11d(B11)M12 + A11B11d(M12).
(3)
Combining the relations (2) with (3) we take
d(A11B11)M12 = (d(A11)B11 + A11d(B11))M12. (4)
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Since d(T11) ⊆ T11 + T12 and PT Q is faithful, as a left PT P-module, the relation (4) implies that
d(A11B11)P = (d(A11)B11 + A11d(B11)) P. (5)
We should remark that [[A11,Q ],Q ] = 0 for all A11 ∈ T11. Applying Lemma 2.5 leads to
0 = L([[A11,Q ],Q ])
= [[d(A11),Q ],Q ] + [[A11, d(Q)],Q ]
= d(A11)Q + A11d(Q).
(6)
Replacing A11 by B11 and A11B11 in (6), respectively, we have
0 = d(B11)Q + B11d(Q) (7)
and
0 = d(A11B11)Q + A11B11d(Q). (8)
Multiplying (7), on the left, by A11 and combining it with (8), we obtain
d(A11B11)Q = A11d(B11)Q ,
which can be rewritten as
d(A11B11)Q = d(A11)B11Q + A11d(B11)Q . (9)
Adding (5) and (9), we take
d(A11B11) = d(A11)B11 + A11d(B11)
for all A11, B11 ∈ T11, which is the desired result. Similarly, we can show that
d(A22B22) = d(A22)B22 + A22d(B22)
for all A22, B22 ∈ T22. 
Now we are ready to prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. In view of the definitions of d and f , it is sufficient for us to verify that d is
a derivation of the triangular algebra T . Let us choose arbitrary elements S, T ∈ T . Suppose that
S = S11 + S12 + S22 and T = T11 + T12 + T22, where Sij, Tij ∈ Tij with 1  i  j  2. By Lemma 2.6
and Lemma 2.7, we conclude that
d(ST) = d(S11T11 + S11T12 + S12T22 + S22T22)
= d(S11)T11 + S11d(T11) + d(S11)T12 + S11d(T12)
+ d(S12)T22 + S12d(T22) + d(S22)T22 + S22d(T22)
= d(S)T + Sd(T).
The last equation is due to the relation (6), where Q is replaced by T22. This completes the proof of the
main theorem. 
Remark 2.8. A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that the nonlinear version of
Theorem 2.1 is also true, see [12, Theorem 2.1].
3. Another look to Theorem 2.1
In this section, wewill describe Lie triple derivations of triangular algebras from a new perspective.
Thenewperspective is benefit to recognizing thenecessity of the condition (♠)posedon the triangular
algebra. If the condition (♠) is not fulfilled, the algebra accepts Lie triple derivations of non-standard
form.
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Let us first revisit the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. The formula [[x, y], z] = x ◦ (y ◦ z)− y ◦ (x ◦ z)
implies that every Jordan derivation is also a Lie triple derivation. Hence, the assumption that R is
2-torsion free is reasonable. The condition (♣), πA(Z(T )) = Z(A) and πB(Z(T )) = Z(B), has been
explicitly studied in Cheung’s paper [9]. The assumption (♠) is natural and it is notmandatory. Clearly,
any commutative algebra satisfies the condition (♠).
Proposition 3.1. Every Lie triple derivation L on T is of the form
L
⎡
⎣ a m
0 b
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ gA(a) + hB(b) an − nb + f (m)
0 hA(a) + gB(b)
⎤
⎦ ,
where n ∈ M, and gA : A → A, gB : B → B, hA : A → B, hB : B → A, f : M → M are linear mappings
satisfying
(a) gA is a Lie triple derivation of A, hA([[a1, a2], a3]) = 0, [[hA(a), b1], b2] = 0, f (am) =
gA(a)m − mhA(a) + af (m) for all a1, a2, a3, a ∈ A, b1, b2 ∈ B and m ∈ M.
(b) gB is a Lie triple derivation of B, hB([[b1, b2], b3]) = 0, [[hB(b), a1], a2] = 0, f (mb) =
mgB(b) − hB(b)m + f (m)b for all a1, a2 ∈ A and b1, b2, b3, b ∈ B and m ∈ M.
Proof. Suppose that L is of the form
L
⎡
⎣ a m
0 b
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ gA(a) + hB(b) + kA(m) fA(a) − fB(b) + f (m)
0 hA(a) + gB(b) + kB(m)
⎤
⎦ .
By Lemma 2.3 we know that kA(m) = 0 and kB(m) = 0. Since L is a Lie triple derivation on T ,
L([[X, Y], Z]) = [[L(X), Y], Z] + [[X, L(Y)], Z] + [[X, Y], L(Z)]
for all X, Y, Z ∈ T . In particular, we take X =
[
a1 0
0 0
]
, Y =
[
a2 0
0 0
]
and Z =
[
a3 0
0 0
]
in the above
formula. We easily observe that gA is a Lie triple derivation of A such that hA([[a1, a2], a3]) = 0 for all
a1, a2, a3 ∈ A. Similarly,we can see that gB is a Lie triple derivationofB such thathB([[b1, b2], b3]) = 0
for all b1, b2, b3 ∈ B. Let us choose X = [ a 00 b
]
and Y = Z = P. Then we get fA(a) = an and fB(b) = nb,
where n = fA(1A).
The proof of Lemma 2.4 implies that
⎡
⎣ [a, hB(b)] 0
0 [hA(a), b]
⎤
⎦ ∈ Z(T ).
Hence [[hA(a), b1], b2] = 0 and [[hB(b), a1], a2] = 0.
Finally, we take X = [ a 00 0
]
, Y = [ 0 m0 0
]
and Z = P, the result (a) follows from the fact L(P) ∈
Z(T ) + T12 (see Lemma 2.3). Likewise, if we choose X = [ 0 00 b
]
, Y = [ 0 m0 0
]
and Z = P, the assertion
(b) can be obtained. 
The following lemma is well-established and is listed here for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 3.2 [9, Lemma 5]. Every derivation d on T is of the form
d
⎡
⎣ a m
0 b
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ dA(a) an − nb + f (m)
0 dB(b)
⎤
⎦ ,
where n ∈ M, and dA : A → A, dB : B → B, f : M → M are linear mappings satisfying
(a) dA is a derivation of A, f (am) = dA(a)m + af (m) for all a ∈ A,m ∈ M;
(b) dB is a derivation of B, f (mb) = mdB(b) + f (m)b for all m ∈ M, b ∈ B.
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The following theorem is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. This gives a
necessary and sufficient condition for a Lie triple derivation on a triangular algebra to be proper. Its
proof is similar to that of [9, p. 303, Theorem 6].
Theorem 3.3. With notations as above, a Lie triple derivation L on T of the form
L
⎡
⎣ a m
0 b
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ gA(a) + hB(b) an − nb + f (m)
0 hA(a) + gB(b)
⎤
⎦
is proper if and only if there exist linear mappings lA : A → Z(A) and lB : B → Z(B) satisfying
(a) dA = gA − lA is a derivation of A, lA([[a1, a2], a3]) = 0, lA(a)m = mhA(a);
(b) dB = gB − lB is a derivation of B, lB([[b1, b2], b3]) = 0, hB(b)m = mlB(b).
If M is a faithful left A-module, then the condition that dA is a derivation and the condition
lA([[a1, a2], a3]) = 0 both can be dropped. In this case, lA is unique and it is equal to ϕ−1 ◦ hA,
where ϕ is the algebraic isomorphism defined in Section 2. Therefore the condition (a) of Theorem 3.3
is equivalent to hA(A) ⊆ πB(Z(T )). We should explicitly state that the condition (♠) implies
hA(A) ⊆ πB(Z(T )) and hB(B) ⊆ πA(Z(T )).
Hence we give out another proof of Theorem 2.1.
The following corollary provides us a simple way to verify whether a Lie triple derivation is non
proper.
Corollary 3.4. Let L be a Lie triple derivation on T and hA, hB as given in Proposition 3.1. If L is proper,
then hA(A) ⊆ πB(Z(T )) and hB(B) ⊆ πA(Z(T )).
The main difference between [9, p. 303, Theorem 6] and Theorem 3.3 is that hA : A → Z(B) (resp.
hB : B → Z(A)) is replacedby the current condition [[hA(a), b1], b2] = 0 (resp. [[hB(b), a1], a2] = 0).
We next present an example of a triangular algebra which has nonstandard form Lie triple deriva-
tions [2].
Counterexample 3.5. Let A be aZ2-graded algebra. That is, A is of the form A = A0+A1, where A0 and
A1 are submodules of A such that A0A0, A1A1 ⊆ A0 and A0A1, A1A0 ⊆ A1. Suppose that Z(A) = A0.
It is easy to verify that [A, A] ⊆ Z(A) and [[A, A], A] = 0. Therefore A satisfies the generalized
polynomial identity [[X, Y], Z]. But, A does not satisfy the condition (♠). For any a1 ∈ A1 we know
that [a1, A] ∈ Z(A), while a1 /∈ Z(A). Such kind of Z2-graded algebras do exist. Let F be a field
and F〈X〉 be the free polynomial algebra generated by X = 〈X1, X2, X3, . . .〉. Suppose that I is an
ideal of F〈X〉 generated by X2i , XiXj + XjXi for all i = j. Let us see the quotient algebra A = F〈X〉/I.
Obviously, the elements of A are polynomials with noncommutative indeterminates X1, X2, X3, . . .
such that X2i = 0, XiXj = −XjXi for all i = j. We denote by A0 the set of all polynomials having only
even degree monomials and by A1 the set of all polynomials having only odd degree monomials. Then
A is a Z2-graded algebra with Z(A) = A0. Moreover, a1a′1 = −a′1a1 for all a1, a′1 ∈ A1.
Let A = A0+A1 be aZ2-graded algebra such thatZ(A) = A0 and a1a′1 = −a′1a1 for all a1, a′1 ∈ A1.
We consider the triangular algebra
T =
⎡
⎣ A A
0 A
⎤
⎦ .
Then Z(T ) ∼= Z(A), PZ(T )P ∼= Z(A) and QZ(T )Q ∼= Z(A). By Theorem 2.1, it follows that every Lie
derivation of T is of standard form.
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We assert that there exists a Lie triple derivation L on T , which has nonstandard form. Let us define
anR-linear mapping L : T −→ T by
L
⎛
⎝
⎡
⎣ a0 + a1 m0 + m1
0 b0 + b1
⎤
⎦
⎞
⎠ =
⎡
⎣ b1 −m1
0 a1
⎤
⎦
for all a0 + a1,m0 + m1, b0 + b1 ∈ A. It is not difficult to show that
L(T11 + T12 + T22) = PL(T22)P + PL(T12)Q + QL(T11)Q (10)
for all T11 ∈ T11, T12 ∈ T12, T22 ∈ T22. Let
T11 =
⎡
⎣ a0 + a1 0
0 0
⎤
⎦ , T12 =
⎡
⎣ 0 m0 + m1
0 0
⎤
⎦ and T22 =
⎡
⎣ 0 0
0 b0 + b1
⎤
⎦
be arbitrary elements in T11, T12 and T22, respectively. Then
L(T11T12) = L
⎛
⎝
⎡
⎣ 0 a0m0 + a0m1 + a1m0 + a1m1
0 0
⎤
⎦
⎞
⎠ =
⎡
⎣ 0 −a0m1 − a1m0
0 0
⎤
⎦ .
On the other hand,
T11L(T12) − T12L(T11) =
⎡
⎣ a0 + a1 0
0 0
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 0 −m1
0 0
⎤
⎦−
⎡
⎣ 0 m0 + m1
0 0
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 0 0
0 a1
⎤
⎦
=
⎡
⎣ 0 −a0m1 − a1m1 − m0a1 − m1a1
0 0
⎤
⎦
=
⎡
⎣ 0 −a0m1 − a1m0
0 0
⎤
⎦ ,
which is due to the facts a1m1 + m1a1 = 0 andm0 ∈ Z(A). Therefore
L(T11T12) = T11L(T12) − T12L(T11) (11)
for all T11 ∈ T11, T12 ∈ T12. Likewise, we also have
L(T12T22) = L(T12)T22 − L(T22)T12 (12)
for all T12 ∈ T12, T22 ∈ T22. For any U = U11 + U12 + U22 ∈ T ,W = W11 + W12 + W22 ∈ T . By the
relations (10)–(12) we can show that
PL([U,W])Q = P[L(U),W]Q + P[U, L(W)]Q (13)
for all U,W ∈ T . Let
U =
⎡
⎣ a0 + a1 m0 + m1
0 b0 + b1
⎤
⎦ and W =
⎡
⎣ a
′
0 + a′1 m′0 + m′1
0 b′0 + b′1
⎤
⎦
be arbitrary elements in T . Since [a1, b′1] + [b1, a′1] ∈ Z(A), we obtain
L([U,W]) − [L(U),W] − [U, L(W)]=
⎡
⎣−[a1, b′1] − [b1, a′1] 0
0 −[a1, b′1] − [b1, a′1]
⎤
⎦∈ Z(T ).
(14)
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This shows that L is not a Lie derivation of T . Moreover, (14) also gives
[L([U,W]), V] = [[L(U),W], V] + [[U, L(W)], V] (15)
for all U,W, V ∈ T . We assert that L is a Lie triple derivation of T . Indeed, since [[A, A], A] = 0, we
have
0 = PL([[U,W], V])P
= P[[L(U),W], V]P + P[[U, L(W)], V]P + P[[U,W], L(V)]P (16)
and
0 = QL([[U,W], V])Q
= Q [[L(U),W], V]Q + Q [[U, L(W)], V]Q + Q [[U,W], L(V)]Q (17)
for all U,W, V ∈ T . Combining (13) with (15) we get
PL([[U,W], V])Q = P[L([U,W]), V]Q + P[[U,W], L(V)]Q
= P([[L(U),W], V] + [[U, L(W)], V])Q + P[[U,W], L(V)]Q
= P[[L(U),W], V]Q + P[[U, L(W)], V]Q + P[[U,W], L(V)]Q
(18)
for all U,W, V ∈ T . In view of the relations (16)–(18) we arrive at
L([[U,W], V]) = [[L(U),W], V] + [[U, L(W)], V] + [[U,W], L(V)]
for all U,W, V ∈ T . This shows that L is a Lie triple derivation of T . But,
L
⎛
⎝
⎡
⎣ a0 + a1 0
0 0
⎤
⎦
⎞
⎠ =
⎡
⎣ 0 0
0 a1
⎤
⎦ /∈ Z(T )
for all nonzero a1 ∈ A1. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that L is not of the standard form.
4. More applications and further topics
In this section we apply Theorem 2.1 to some triangular and related algebras, such as upper tri-
angular matrix algebras, block upper triangular matrix algebras, nest algebras, incidence algebras,
full matrix algebras, (semi-)prime algebras. Simultaneously, we propose a conjecture concerning Lie
n-derivations of triangular algebras.
We first present several important classes of algebras satisfying the assumption (♠). Let R be a
commutative ring with identity,A an associativeR-algebra andZ(A) the center ofA. The assumption
(♠)
Z(A) = {a | [[a, x], y] = 0 for all x, y ∈ A}
is equivalent to saying that therearenononzero central innerderivationsonA. Thepresentedexamples
below include both some classical triangular algebras and (semi-)prime algebras.
General triangular algebras: LetR be a commutative ring with identity, A, B be unital algebras over
R and M a unital (A, B)-bimodule, which is faithful as a left A-module and also as a right B-module.
Let T = [ A M0 B
]
be the triangular algebra consisting of A, B and M. Then T satisfies the condition
(♠). Moreover, there is no nonzero central derivations on T . Let d be a central derivation on T . Then
d(P) = Pd(P)Q and d(Q) = Pd(Q)Q . Thus d(P) = d(Q) = 0. For any M12 ∈ T12, we know that
d(M12) = d(PM12Q) = Pd(M12)Q ∈ Z(T ). This implies that d(M12) = 0 for allM12 ∈ T12. Therefore,
M12d(T22) = d(M12T22) − d(M12)T22 = 0 for all M12 ∈ T12, T22 ∈ T22. Since T12 is a faithful right
T22-module, d(T22) = 0 for all T22 ∈ T22. Likewise, we also have d(T11) = 0 for all T11 ∈ T11. So
d(T) = 0 for all T ∈ T .
Upper triangular matrix algebras: Let R be a commutative ring with identity. We denote the set of
all p× qmatrices overR byMp×q(R) and denote the set of all n× n upper triangular matrices overR
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by Tn(R). For n  2 and each 1  k  n− 1, the upper triangular matrix algebra Tn(R) can be written
as
Tn(R) =
⎡
⎣ Tk(R) Mk×(n−k)(R)
0 Tn−k(R)
⎤
⎦ .
Obviously, Tn(R) is a triangular algebra and hence it satisfies the condition (♠).
Block upper triangular matrix algebras: LetR be a commutative ring with identity. For each positive
integer n and each positive integer m with m  n, we denote by d¯ = (d1, . . . , di, . . . , dm) ∈ Nm
an ordered m-vector of positive integers such that n = d1 + · · · + di + · · · + dm. The block upper
triangular matrix algebra Bd¯n(R) is a subalgebra ofMn(R) of the form
Bd¯n(R) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Md1(R) · · · Md1×di(R) · · · Md1×dm(R)
. . .
...
...
Mdi(R) · · · Mdi×dm(R)
O
. . .
...
Mdm(R)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
r1,1 ··· r1,d1
...
. . .
...
rd1,1 ··· rd1,d1
···
r1,x+1 ··· r1,x+di
...
. . .
...
rd1,x+1 ··· rd1,x+di
···
r1,y+1 ··· r1,y+dm
...
. . .
...
rd1,y+1 ··· rd1,y+dm
. . .
...
...
...
...
rx+1,x+1 ··· rx+1,x+di
...
. . .
...
rx+di,x+1 ··· rx+di,x+di
···
rx+1,y+1 ··· rx+1,y+dm
...
. . .
...
rx+di,y+1 ··· rx+di,y+dm
. . .
...
...
O
ry+1,y+1 ··· ry+1,y+dm
...
. . .
...
ry+dm,y+1 ··· ry+dm,y+dm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Note that the full matrix algebraMn(R) of all n × nmatrices over R and the upper triangular matrix
algebra Tn(R) of all n × n upper triangular matrices over R are two special cases of block upper
triangular matrix algebras. If n  2 and Bd¯n(R) = Mn(R), then Bd¯n(R) is a triangular algebra and can
be represented as
Bd¯n(R) =
⎡
⎣ B
d¯1
j (R) Mj×(n−j)(R)
O(n−j)×j Bd¯2n−j(R)
⎤
⎦ ,
where 1  j < m and d¯1 ∈ Nj, d¯2 ∈ Nm−j . It is not difficult to see that Bd¯n(R)(n  2) is also a
triangular algebra. Thus the condition (♠) holds for Bd¯n(R)(n  2).
Nest algebras: Let H be a complex Hilbert space and B(H) be the algebra of all bounded linear
operators on H. Let I be a index set. A nest is a set N of closed subspaces of H satisfying the following
conditions:
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(1) 0,H ∈ N .
(2) If N1,N2 ∈ N , then either N1 ⊆ N2 or N2 ⊆ N1.
(3) If {Ni}i∈I ⊆ N , then⋂i∈I Ni ∈ N .
(4) If {Ni}i∈I ⊆ N , then the norm closure of the linear span of⋃i∈I Ni also lies in N .
If N = {0,H}, then N is called a trivial nest, otherwise it is called a non-trivial nest.
The nest algebra associated with N is the set
T (N ) = { T ∈ B(H) | T(N) ⊆ N for all N ∈ N }.
We refer the reader to [10] for the theory of nest algebras. A nontrivial nest algebra can be looked as a
triangular algebra. Indeed, ifN ∈ N\{0,H} and E is the orthogonal projection ontoN, thenN1 = E(N )
and N2 = (1 − E)(N ) are nests of N and N⊥, respectively. Moreover, T (N1) = ET (N )E, T (N2) =
(1 − E)T (N )(1 − E) are nest algebras and
T (N ) =
⎡
⎣ T (N1) ET (N )(1 − E)
O T (N2)
⎤
⎦ .
Therefore T (N ) satisfies the condition (♠). If the nest N is trivial, then T (N ) = B(H) is a centrally
closed prime algebra and hence T (N ) satisfies the condition (♠).
Incidence algebras: Let K be a field andA a unital algebra over K. Let X be a finite partially ordered
set (poset) with the partial order. We define the incidence algebra of X over A as
I(X,A) = {f : X × X −→ A | f (x, y) = 0 if x  y}
with algebraic operation given by
(f + g)(x, y) = f (x, y) + g(x, y),
(f ∗ g)(x, y) = ∑
xzy
f (x, z)g(z, y),
(k · f )(x, y) = k · f (x, y)
for all f , g ∈ I(X,A), k ∈ K and x, y, z ∈ X . Obviously, f is an A-valued function on {(x, y) ∈
X × X|x  y}. The product ∗ is usually called convolution in function theory. If X is a partially ordered
set (poset) with n elements, then I(X,A) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the algebraMn(A) of square
matrices over K with elements [aij] ∈ Mn(A) satisfying aij = 0 if i  j, for some partial order 
defined in the partial order set (poset) {1, . . . , n}. This shows that (I,A) is a triangular algebra. To
illustrate this conclusion, let us see an intuitional example. Let X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} be a partially
ordered set and its relations generated by
{1  3, 2  3, 3  4, 4  5, 5  6, 5  7}.
We represent this partially ordered set X by the following diagram:
X =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1



 6
3  4  5





2

7
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
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Then we have
I(X,A) ∼=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A 0 A A A A A
0 A A A A A A
0 0 A A A A A
0 0 0 A A A A
0 0 0 0 A A A
0 0 0 0 0 A 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 A
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
The incidence algebra of a partially ordered set (poset) X is the algebra of functions from the segments
of X into a K-algebra A, which extends the various convolutions in algebras of arithmetic functions.
Incidence algebras, in fact, were first considered by Ward [26] as generalized algebras of arithmetic
functions. RotaandStanleydeveloped incidencealgebras as the fundamental structuresof enumerative
combinatorial theory and allied areas of arithmetic function theory. The theory of Möbius functions,
including the classical Möbius function of number theory and the combinatorial inclusion-exclusion
formula, is established in the context of incidence algebras. For the latter, we refer the reader to [22,
Sections 2.1 and 3.7].
In the theory of operator algebras, incidence algebras are referred as “bigraph algebras” or “finite
dimensional CSL algebras”. For a finite dimensionalHilbert spaceH and the algebraB(H)of all bounded
linear operators on H, a digraph algebra is a subalgebra A of B(H) which contains a maximal abelian
self-adjoint subalgebra D of B(H). Since D is maximal abelian, the invariant projections for A, Lat A,
are elements ofD and so aremutually commuting. ThusA is a CSL-algebra (the abbreviation CSL stands
for ‘commutative subspace lattice’). Obviously,A is finite dimensional; on the other hand, every finite
dimensional CSL-algebra acts on a finite dimensional Hilbert space and contains a mass. The term
digraph algebra refers to the fact that associated with A there is a directed graph on the set of vertices
{1, 2, . . . , n}. This graph contains all the self loops. Then A contains the matrix unit eij if and only if
there is a (directed) edge from j to i in the digraph.
Clearly, any incidence algebra I(X,A) is a triangular algebra and hence it satisfies the condition
(♠).
Full matrix algebras: LetR be a commutative ring with identity andMn(R) be the algebra of n × n
matrices overRwith n  2. Then the full matrix algebra Mn(R) can be represented as
Mn(R) =
⎡
⎣ R M1×(n−1)(R)
M(n−1)×1(R) Mn−1(R)
⎤
⎦ .
We assert thatMn(R) satisfies the condition (♠). Indeed, let εij(i = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . , n) be
the basic matrices inMn(R). For any T = ∑ tijεij ∈ Mn(R), if [T,U] ∈ Z(Mn(R)) for all U ∈ Mn(R),
then we have
[T, εkk] =
∑
i =k
tikεik −
∑
k =j
tkjεkj ∈ Z(R)I
for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, where Z(R)I is the center of Mn(R). This leads to tij = 0 for all i = j.
Therefore
[T, εij] = (tii − tjj)εij ∈ Z(R)I
and hence tii = tjj for each pair of i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. This implies that T = tI for some t ∈ Z(R). So
T ∈ Z(Mn(R)).
(Semi-)prime algebras: LetA be a 2-torsion free (semi-)prime algebra. We claim thatA satisfies the
condition (♠). IfA is a 2-torsion free prime algebra, then the assertion is true for A. This is due to the
well-known Posner’s first Theorem [19, p. 1094, Theorem 1].
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Let A be a 2-torsion free semiprime algebra. It suffices to show that Z(A) ⊇ {a | [[a, x], y] =
0 for all x, y ∈ A}. Hence we only need to prove that [a, [A,A]] = 0 implies that a ∈ Z(A) by the
well-known Jacobi identity. Since A is semiprime, there exists a family of prime ideals {Pλ|λ ∈ 
}
such that
⋂
λ Pλ = {0}. Moreover, without loss of generality, we may assume that the prime algebras
A/Pλ are 2-torsion free. On the other hand, [a, [A,A]] = 0means that [a+Pλ, [A/Pλ,A/Pλ]] = 0.
In view of [3, p. 260, Lemma 3], we conclude that for each Lie ideal L of a 2-torsion free prime ring A
and every a ∈ A, [a, [L,L]] = 0will imply that [a,L] = 0. So a+Pλ ∈ Z(A/Pλ), that is ax−xa ∈ Pλ
for all x ∈ A, λ ∈ 
, and hence a ∈ Z(A).
Corollary 4.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free commutative ring with identity and Tn(R)(n  2) the upper
triangular matrix algebra over R. Then every Lie triple derivation L : Tn(R) −→ Tn(R) is of standard
form. That is, there exist an additive derivation d and a linear functional f vanishing on all commutators of
T such that L(T) = d(T) + f (T) for all T ∈ Tn(R).
Proof. Let us first see the case of n = 2. In this case, T2(R) can be written as [ R R0 R
]
. It is easy to check
that T2(R) satisfies the conditions (♣)and (♠) in Theorem2.1. Therefore there exist anadditivederiva-
tiond anda linear functional f vanishing all second commutators of T2(R) such that L(T) = d(T)+f (T)
for all T ∈ T2(R). In fact, the functional f vanishes on all commutators of T2(R), since
[T2(R), T2(R)] = [[T2(R), T2(R)], T2(R)].
Ifn  3, then Tn(R) canbewritten as a triangular algebra
[
A M
0 B
]
, whereA = R,M = M1×(n−1)(R),
B = Tn−1(R). Since Z(Tn(R)) = Z(R)I, we have PZ(Tn(R))P = Z(PTn(R)P) and QZ(Tn(R))Q =
Z(QTn(R)Q). Thus the condition (♣) in Theorem 2.1 holds for Tn(R). On the other hand, B = Tn−1(R)
satisfies the condition (♠). This result follows now form Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 4.2. Let K be a field and A a unital algebra over K, X a finite partially ordered set (poset)
with the partial order  and I(X,A) an incidence algebra of X over A. Then every Lie triple derivation
L : I(X,A) −→ I(X,A) is of standard form.
It is easy to verify that the assumption (♣) of Theorem 2.1 holds true for the block upper triangular
matrix algebras. Applying Theorem 2.1 immediately yields the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free commutative ring with identity and Bd¯n(R)(n  3) the block
upper triangular matrix algebra over R. Suppose that Bd¯n(R) = Mn(R). Then every Lie triple derivation
L : Tn(R) −→ Tn(R) is of standard form.
In particular, the case Bd¯n(R) = Mn(R) gives rise to the following question.
Question 4.4. Let Mn(R) be the algebra of all n × n matrices over R. Does any Lie triple derivation
L : Mn(R) −→ Mn(R) has standard form?
We will end this article in a potential research topic. Taking into account the definitions of Lie
derivations and Lie triple derivations, we can extend them in a natural way. Let n be a positive integer
with n  2. Let us first see a sequence of polynomials
p1(x1) = x1
p2(x1, x2) = [p1(x1), x2] = [x1, x2]
p3(x1, x2, x3) = [p2(x1, x2), x3] = [[x1, x2], x3]
p4(x1, x2, x3, x4) = [p3(x1, x2, x3), x4] = [[[x1, x2], x3], x4]
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
pn(x1, x2, · · · , xn) = [pn−1(x1, x2, · · · , xn−1), xn].
The polynomial pn(x1, x2, . . . , xn) is said to be an (n − 1)-th commutator (n  2).
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Let T be the triangular algebra consisting of A, B andM. AnR-linear mapping L : T → T is called
a Lie n-derivation if
L(pn(T1, T2, . . . , Tn)) =
n∑
i=1
pn(T1, . . . , Ti−1, L(Ti), Ti+1, Tn)
for all T1, T2, . . . , Tn ∈ T . Clearly, a Lie derivation is a Lie 2-derivation and a Lie triple derivation is
a Lie 3-derivation. Moreover, every Lie n-derivation is also a Lie (n + k(n − 1))-derivation, where k
is any nonnegative integer. Of course, the converse statement is in general not true even for n = 3.
Lie n-derivations were introduced by Abdullaev [1], where the form of Lie n-derivations of a certain
von Neumann algebra (or of its skew-adjoint part) was described. In view of the systematic works
[1,9,11,13,14,16–18,23,24,28,30], it is of considerable interest to study Lie n-derivations of triangular
algebras. Let d : T −→ T be an R-linear derivation and f : T −→ Z(T ) be an R-linear mapping
such that f (pn(T1, T2, . . . , Tn)) = 0 for all T1, T2, . . . , Tn ∈ T (n  2). Then the mapping
L = d + f
is a Lie n-derivation of T (n  2). But, it is not a nonlinear derivation of T in the case where f can not
annihilate T . We shall say that anR-linear Lie n-derivation L of T is standard if it can be expressed in
the above form (n  2). Basing on [9, p. 307, Theorem 11] and the preceding Theorem 2.1, we can state
the following.
Conjecture 4.5. Let n be a positive integer with n  2 and T = [ A M0 B
]
be a triangular algebra and L be a
Lie n-derivation on T . Suppose that T satisfies the following conditions:
(♦) πA(Z(T )) = Z(A) and πB(Z(T )) = Z(B), and
(♥) Z(A) = {a | [[a, x], y] = 0 for all x, y ∈ A} or Z(B) = {b | [[b, x], y] = 0 for all x, y ∈ B}.
Then L is of the standard form. More precisely, there exist an additive derivation d and a linear functional f
vanishing on all (n − 1)-th commutators (n  2) of T such that L(T) = d(T) + f (T) for all T ∈ T .
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